Setting Limits

Examples

1) **Number of Strings**
   - Only Use String Sets | 1-2 | 2-3 | 3-4 | 4-5 | 5-6
   - Only Use String Sets | 1-2-3 | 2-3-4 | 3-4-5 | 4-5-6
   - Only Use String Sets | 1-3 | 2-4 | 3-5 | 4-6
   - Only Use String Sets | 1-3-4 | 2-4-5 | 3-5-6

2) **Number of Frets**
   - Only Use | 2 Frets | 3 Frets | 4 Frets On 1 String
   - Only Use | 2 Frets | 3 Frets | 4 Frets On 2 Strings
   - Only Use | 3 Frets | 4 Frets | 5 Frets On 3 Strings
   - Only Use | 4 Frets | 5 Frets | 6 Frets On 4 Strings

3) **Rhythms**
   - Only Use Quarter Notes | 1 2 3 4
   - Only Use Eighth Notes | 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 +
   - Only Use Syncopated Notes | (1) + (2) + (3) + (4) +
   - Only Use Rhythm 5 | 1 2 + (3) + 4 +
   - Or Any Rhythm From **Rhythm Sheet**

4) **Position**
   - Only Use C Shape
   - Only Use A alt Shape
   - Only Use A Shape
   - Only Use G Shape
   - Only Use E alt Shape
   - Only Use E Shape
   - Only Use D Shape